Chainsaw Training Report
Whilst training at the wonderful Wrest Park in Bedfordshire, a garden with parterres,
orchards, a conservatory, orangery, kitchen garden and large formal woodland garden, I
developed a love of working with trees and an appreciation of how they often do not get
the respect they deserve in many of our much loved parks and gardens. I was lucky enough
to build on these interests by securing a contract with the National Trust, in a small park at
the southern tip of Windermere called Fell Foot. I will be reinstating something of the parks
1800’s planting, when it was the garden of a large house boasting a fine arboretum. Our
glorious multi-stemmed Sequoiadendron giganteum is one notable relic of those times. It
may seem strange then, given my love of trees, that I am doing a chainsaw course –
learning to chop them down!
There are a multitude of courses available and working out which one to do was the first
hurdle. It’s not just about the skills, you can do the training without the assessement, but to
work in a public garden you need recognised qualifications from appropriate awarding
bodies. Also, if you do an introductory course e.g. CS30 without CS31, it is difficult to do the
CS31 qualification later. I chose a full weeks course, suitable for complete beginners
followed immediately by the CS30/31 assessment.
I am lucky to have support from my employers, despite it not being a direct requirement for
my current position. My line manager understands that I may need this qualification for my
next position and has lent me significant pieces of equipment (e.g. a chainsaw!), shown me
the basics of how to use it and, vitally, supported my request for time off to do this course.
To do this without both their support, and funding from the National Garden Scheme
(Yellow Book of Open Gardens), would be a huge undertaking leaving me with little annual
leave and costing a huge amount in fees, equipment, childcare and travel. I could not justify
this outlay with no guarantee of passing or being able to use these skills in my future career
and so I am truly appreciative of the support I’ve received.
Our Senior Ranger lent me her Husquvarna 550XP and our Senior Gardener at Fell Foot Park
spent a day with me trying not to show me how to cut down trees, though he desperately
wanted to! He stated boldly that he learnt so long ago that he would teach me bad habits.
Before the course, we spent a day starting, checking, stopping the saw and making cuts to
get the feel for it. I was surprised by how heavy they are and worried that I might not
manage the course because of it! He also demonstrated the ‘kick back zone’ and described
other aspects of tree felling such as the ‘danger zone’, turning a tree and creating escape
routes. Our Groundsman took me through basic maintenance and sharpening the chain, all
of which I was very glad to have been introduced to before the course started.
I’ve used a range of power tools before and understand that it is dangerous to hold the saw
as if you are scared of it – the operator needs to be in a stable position and fully in control.
There are many things one must make a strong commitment too – in my previous life
working in circus every performance required 100% commitment, each move on stage or off
needed to be confident, efficient and accurate as lives may really depend on it. I feel
similarly about using dangerous machinery such as chainsaws.

Our first day on the course was held indoors and we went through chainsaw maintenance.
Much of it is similar to maintaining other mechanical objects, even push bikes, which luckily
I have plenty of experience of. We also looked at equipment, including the inside of a pair of
chainsaw trousers which are made up of multiple layers of fabric, designed to glue up the
chain if it makes contact.

The multiple layers of lining inside a pair of chainsaw trousers.
It felt shocking but by the end of the second day I had felled several trees. Most of the small
ones were already dead which helped ease my feelings of guilt. I used a variety of cuts.
Roughly speaking they go in size order from ‘slash’ cuts, ‘spike’s’, ‘step cuts’, ‘80%-20%s’
and finally a straight ‘fellling cut’.
HOW TO FELL A SMALL TREE
1: Select a tree the right width for your saw & the direction it should fall in.

a suitable tree
2: Plan & prepare your work area, safe zones & escape routes. Remove the brash to clear
the trunk.

preparing the work area
3: Make the downward cut of the gob, then the horizontal cut. The gob should be no deeper
than 20/25% of the trunks diameter.

the gob
4: make the felling cut leaving 10% of the diameter intact as a hinge.

completing the felling cut
5: Push the tree over or use a felling bar if necessary.

Using a felling bar
7: Once it is down, leave it attached at the hinge.

The hinge
8: Sned – remove the branches using the tree as a shield when possible. This leaves a big
mess!

A mess of brash and timber
9: Cut the timber to length and stack no higher than 1 meter.

A neat stack
10: Clean your kit and clothes after finishing at each site to prevent the spread of diseases,
Propellar is recommended for chainsaws.

Propellar – to clean your tools
Sometimes things don’t go quite according to plan – sometimes the tree gets stuck hanging
in other trees, or the chainsaw gets stuck, pinched by the wood. Sometimes they both
happen at the same time! If a tree is ‘hung’ on other trees it can be very heavy work to
‘turn’ the tree or leaver it down.

A stuck saw in a stuck tree!
I am the oldest of the students, the only woman, the least experienced (by far), the weakest
and I have the heaviest (though most professional) saw. I was glad to find that my
knowledge and enthusiasm about trees was welcome and encouraged. With questions
flowing freely, my horticultural background brimmed over during tea-breaks, and
conversations turned to subjects like root plates, etiolation and binomial names. I showed
the other students the identifying features of several tree species in that area. Despite our

varied backgrounds and reasons for undertaking the course, we all enjoyed each other’s
company and the fabulous views of Thirlmere.

Over the years, many friends of mine have lived their dreams of a ‘working’ woodland but I
want to nurture trees not cut them down! This course has shown me some of the many
motivations other people have for training but also the importance of finding the right
chainsaw operator for sensitive work. I hope I find passionate arborists to work alongside in
my future gardens.
This course, combined with recent sessions on Veteran Tree Management and an
enlightening day with the Ancient Tree Forum gives me hope that with this, my first but not
necessarily last chainsaw ticket, I will be able to advocate meaningfully on behalf of these
magnificent arboreal sentinels.

